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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 
2,378,294 

POSTING UNIT 

Oscar S. Field and Sedgwick N. Wight, Rochester, 
N.Y., assignors to General Railway Signal Com 
pany, Rochester, N. Y. 

Application June 5, 1943, Serial No. 489,776 
(C. 17-32) 3 Claims. 

This invention relates in general to airway traf 
fic control systems, and has more particular refer 
ence to a posting unit particularly adapted for 
use in such airway traffic control systems. 
In Systems of the type referred to, such as dis 

closed, for example, in the application of Field 
and Wight, Ser. No. 489,774, filed June 5, 1943, now 
Patent No. 2,344,761, dated March 21, 1944 and 
entitled "Airway traffic control systems,' an air 
way flight progress board is provided on which 
are automatically posted various numbers, for 
identifying particular planes, computed times of 
arrival, overtime, etc. The posting unit, such as 
provided for by the present invention, may be 
used to form the fight progress board for use in 
such a system to effect the postings of these vari 
ous identifying numbers. 
This application which is directed to the struc 

tural features of a posting unit is to be considered 
as a continuation in part of our prior application 
Ser. No. 470,018 filed December 24, 1942, insofar 
as the structure of the posting unit per Se dis 
closed in such prior application is concerned. 
Any subject matter common between this applic 
cation and such prior application is intended to 
be covered by claims included in this application. 
One of the objects Of the present invention is 

to provide a posting unit which is very small and 
compact in structure and hence most economical 
of Space on the fight board. 
Another object of. the present invention is to 

provide a posting unit which is simple in con 
struction and still is very rugged and hence long 
lived in operation. 
A further object of the present invention is to 

provide a posting unit which lends itself to ready 
inspection, for adjustment, and possible repair. 
A further object is to provide such a unit as 

can be readily reassembled without the breaking 
of any wire connections, in the proper former 
relative positions of the various parts, so as to 
prevent any possible error in the performance of 
its posting function. This is accomplished, in 
the main, by providing quickly detachable plug 
coupler type of connections between the various 
partS. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a 

posting unit of an interchangeable type control 
lable by different and interchangeable contact 
control heads. 

Further objects, purposes, and characteristic 
features of this invention will appear as the de 
scription progresses, reference being made to the 
accompanying drawings, showing, solely by Way 
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limiting sense, one form which the invention can 
SShe 
In the drawings: ad 
Fig. 1 is a plan view of one complete posting 

unit in accordance with this invention. 
Fig. 2 is a side elevational view of the posting 

unit of Fig. 1. 
Fig. 3 is an end elevational view of the display 

portion of the posting Init of Fig. , and a Sec 
tional view of the display portion of two ad 
jacent posting units. 

Fig. 4 is a side elevational view of the display 
portion of the posting unit of Fig. , With parts 
shown in Section. 

Fig. 5 is a sectional view on line 5-5 of Fig. 4, 
and viewed in the direction of the arrows. 

Fig. 6 is a longitudinal sectional elevation with 
parts shown in elevation of the contact control 
portion of the posting unit of Fig. 1. 

Fig. 7 is a longitudinal elevational exploded view 
of Fig. 6. 

Fig. 8 is a sectional view on line 8-8 of Fig. 6, 
and Viewed in the direction of the arrows. 

Fig. 9 is a sectional view on line 9-9 of Fig. 6. 
and Viewed in the direction of the arrows. 

Fig. 10 is a partial sectionai view of a second 
form of the invention. 

Fig. 11 is a sectional view online f{-ff of Fig. 
10 viewed in the direction of the arrows. 

Fig. i2 is a Schematic view of circuits employed 
in this invention. 

Referring now to the drawings, and consider 
ing the first form of invention, (Figs. I-9), there 
is here shown, by way of example, a complete post 

5 ing unit, as employed in the system of the appli 
cation above referred to. Although but a single 
posting unit is disclosed in detail in this applica 
tion, it can be readily understood from the system 
of the application above referred to that a large 
number of such units is employed, but since they 
are identical, it is sufficient for the purpose of 
the present disclosure to limit the description in 
general to but a single unit. 
From Figs. 1 and 2, it appears that each unit is 

operated from a main shaft MS which can be 
continuously operated by a motor or the like, not 
shown, and the unit is normally automatically 
held out of driving connection with the main 
shaft. The display portion of the posting unit, 
as described below, is operated by a display shaft 
DS on the inner end of which a drive gear DG 
is fastened as by means of a pin 0. 
The contact control portion of the posting unit, 

as described below, is operated by a shaft Cs to 
of example, and in no manner whatsoever in a the inner end of which a gear CG is fastened as 



2 
by a pin . The gear DC is wide and has teeth 
2 which are always in mesh with teeth 8 on gear 
CG. Thus, as appears more clearly below, gear 
IDG can be moved to the left to bring a friction 
face thereon into frictional engagement with 
a like face 5 on a drive wheel pinned to the 
main shaft as at it without thereby disengaging 
the gears DG and CG. By means of this ar 
rangement, the display portion and the contact 
control portion of the posting unit can be driven 
from main shaft MS upon gear DG being ad 
vanced toward shaft MS all as described more 
fully below. 

Referring now more particularly to Fig. 6, shaft 
CS passes through a fixed housing member 
which rotatably receives main shaft MS. Re 
ceived on housing 8 is one part 9 of a two-part 
separable casing having a second part 20 with 
both parts formed of suitable insulating material 
as Bakelite or the like. These two-part casings 
9 and 20 ft together in a telescoping manner 
with part 20 slidable on a receiving portion 21 of 
casing part 9 to form a quick detachable plug 
coupling arrangement as appears more clearly as 
the description progresses. 

Casing part is fixed to housing 8 by means 
of screw 22, while casing part 2 is non-rotatably 
held on portion 9 by means of a positioning pin 
23 in part 20 and projecting inwardly thereof to 
be received in a slot 24 extending longitudinally 
inwardly from the inner end of part 9. With 
this arrangement, it can be seen that if casing 
portion 20 be removed from fs, it can again be 
replaced thereon in exactly the same position as it 
formerly assumed, by reason of this positioning 
pin 23 and receiving groove 24. 
Removably held in the free end of casing part 

2O is a plug member comprising a portion 25 slid 
ably fitting into the end of part 20 and having a 
Semicircular annular groove 26 in which is re 
ceived a split circular ring 2 which, when in 
holding position, expands outwardly into a semi 
circular annular groove 28 in the inner face of 
part 20. In this way, plug member 25 can be 
readily inserted into, and removed from the cas 
ing part 20. 

Plug member 25 receives a threaded stud 29 
which clamps various contact members to the 
plug member. These contact members include an 
outer cup-shaped contact ring 30 of silver or 
like material, having inspection openings 3 
therein, and an inner cup-like contact ring 32 
of silver or like material, Member 32 is in elec 
trical contact with stud 29, while member 30 is 
insulated therefrom and from member 32 by in 
sulating washers 33. A terminal member 34 is 
clamped by stud 29 against member 30, while a 
second terminal member 35 is clamped together 
with an insulating washer 36 against the head of 
stud 29 and Serves as a terminal for the inner cup 
member 32. 
These inner and outer contact cup members 32 

and 30 cooperate with a plurality of contact 
points, such as 37, carried on contactfingers, such 
as 38, to which fingers are connected pushers as 
39 as by riveting or the like With the contact fin 
gers, as 38, connected to the removable casing 
part 20 of the plug coupler arrangement as by 
means of Screws 40. X - 
Though but a single contact finger has been 

specifically referred to above, in reality there are 
ten contact fingers carried by the casing part 2, 
and these fingers are arranged around the circum 
ference of the member as can be clearly seen from 
the fingers 4, 42, 43, etc. The ten contact fin 
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gers correspond to the ten digits 0-9, respectively, 
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and the significance of this will be seen as the 
description progresses. m 

For each contact finger, as 3, there is a ter 
minal Wire contact part as 44, fastened in a receiv 
ing slot by a screw 4 in casing part . To 
the inner end of this contact part 44 can be 
fastened an energizing wire, such as 47, by soldier 
ing it or connecting it in any other desired 
manner. The other end of eech contact part, as 
4, has an upturned end, as at 48, to bear against 

its corresponding contact finger when the plug 
coupler is connected up, two of the contact fin 
gers having inwardly bent ends, as at 40, for ex 
ample, to aid in locking together the two parts 
and 2 of the plug coupler when it is assembled. 

Each contact finger, as , has a pusher, as 8, 
as described above, which is received in an open 
ing, as 0, in the casing member 2 and projects 
inwardly thereof a short distance whereby to be 
contacted and Operated by a can member in the 
form of a roller 2 of fiber or like material held 
by a pin 3 in a bifurcated end 4 of a head SS 
pinned, as at 5, to the contact shaft CS. When 
shaft CS is rotated, the cam successively operates 
on each pusher to move it outwardly and break 
the normal connection of the contact points, as 
5, with the inner ring 2 and make contact with 

the outer ring as shown in connection with 
contact point . 
AS appears from the above description, head 

turns relatively to a shaft supporting member 58 
which is held against rotation by means of a pin 
59 carried thereby and received in the slot 24 of 
the casing part 9. To prevent accidental turn 
ing of can 52 and its head when the plug coupler 
end is removed, a friction brake is employed, 
which comprises a spring 6 sleeved on shaft CS 
and urging member against head 55 to con 
press therebetween a friction washer or brake 
member 62. The desirability of preventing such 
accidental turning of the cam will appear as the 
description progresses. 
AS can be seen from Fig. 7, which is an exploded 

view and similar to Fig. 6, the removable part 2D 
of the plug coupler can be readily removed from, 
and replaced on the fixed part 19, all as described 
above and as here shown. Furthermore, the end 
portion of coupler member 20 can be readily re 
moved and replaced as also shown in Fig. 7, and 
with it, the parts carried thereby including the 
inner and Outer conducting rings 30 and 32. 
As shown more particularly in Fig. 4, for exam 

ple, the display portion of the posting unit is con 
trolled by the drive shaft DS which carries the 
drive gear DG, as described above, and which gear 
is pinned to its shaft as by pin . This gear IDG 
carries a sleeve portion 65 on the inner face of 
which is formed a series of teeth 66 forming v 
shaped depressions 67, ten in number, to corre 
Spond to the tens digits 0-9 with a function which 
Will appear as the description progresses. 
Cooperating with these depressions 67 is a 

round-headed projecting pin 68 fixed in a fixed 
hub 69, which hub is carried by an electro-magnet 
cup-like fixed frame 70. Shaft DS has pinned 
to it a magnetic plunger or core 7 carrying a 
magnetic armature 2 of a disc-like form for co 
operating magnetically with the shell-type mag 
netic casing or cup 70 within which is an electric 
winding 4. 

Pinned to plunger 7, as by pin 75, is a shaft 
slidable in a yoke TT fastened, as at T, to a 

base plate 79. 
Shaft T is pinned, as at , to a cup-like men 
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ber 8 within which is received a biasing spring 
82, and which cup-like member has forwardly 
projecting teeth 83 slidably received in apertures 
84 in a bevel gear 85 received on and rotatable 
with shaft 6. 
The bevel gear 85 is in mesh with a bevel gear 

87 fastened to a spur gear 88 which is in mesh with 
the teeth of a gear 89 formed on the base of a 
display-cylinder 90 which is mounted for rotation 
in a bearing 9 f suitably fastened to base plate 9. 

Display cylinder 90 is made of translucent na 
terial such as frosted glass, milk glass, or the like, 
and carries on its inside face, and distributed 
around its circumference, the ten digits 0-9. 
Within cylinder 90 is a source of light in the 

form of a lamp 92 positioned in a receiving socket 
93 whereby, when energized, the light shines 
through the translucent cylinder 90 and makes 
the normally invisible digits on the inside of the 
cylinder clearly visible to an observer on the 
outside. 
The base plate 78 is formed of any suitable 

material as metal, and along itS. two outer lon 
gitudinal edges is turned downwardly at right 
angles to the main floor portion of the plate to 
form two supporting runners 94 and 94 whereby 
the complete display portion of the posting unit 
can be slid into a receiving housing formed, as 
shown best in Fig. 3, by vertical side plates 95 and 
96 and angle irons 97, 98, 99 and 00. r 
The showing in Fig. 3 includes not only the unit 

just described and which is displaying the digit 1. 
but also an adjacent unit with the front window 
removed, and in which the digits 2, 1, 0 are visible, 
and a portion of a unit of above this last men 
tioned one, and likewise a portion of a unit 02 
below it. At its rear portion, the base plate is 
cut on a longitudinal central line part way towards 
the front end of the plate, and these portions are 
bent upwardly and outwardly at right angles to 
the floor portion to form two spaced supporting 
sides, one of which, O5, is shown best in Fig. 2, 
for supporting the electro-magnet unit. This 
unit is held in place as by screws 06 and 0. 
The front end of the base plate is turned up 
wardly at right angles to the floor portion and in 
front of the display cylinder 90 and is cut out 
centrally to form a part of a window as defined 
by the two spaced vertical panels 08 and O9. 
Connected to this up-turned front end portion 

3 
place in the housing. This forms a plug coupler 
type of display unit which can be readily re 
moved from its housing and re-inserted there 
into without the necessity for breaking any fixed 
wire connections. 
The display portion, when inserted into its 

housing, is limited in its insertion by plate fo 
at its front which butts against the upper end of 

10 

s 

the housing, as at 2. 
Referring now to Figs. 1 and 2, it can be seen 

that upon energization of winding 4, armature 
T2 and core member 7 move toward and into the 
winding, whereby to disengage the Socket 67 from 
pin 68 and advance the drive gear DG into fric 
tional engagement with friction drive wheel 6. 
Thereupon, main shaft MS drives gear DG which, 

20 

as set forth above, is always in mesh with gear 
CG so that contact shaft CS and display shaft 
DS are rotated to operate controlling can 52 and 
display cylinder 90. 
As set forth in the system circuit case above 

referred to, and shown in Fig. 12 (and disclosed 
more particularly in Fig. 15A, etc. of the above 
identified application 489,774), the control of the 
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40 

50 
of the base plate is a stop and window plate O 
in which is formed a window if through which 
the digit to be displayed can be seen by an 
observer at the front of the unit, under lighted 
conditions, the particular digit shown displayed 
in Fig. 3, being 1. 

Fastened to the underside of the base plate 
and within the space afforded by the plate and 
runners 94 and 94 is an insulating plate 3. 

. To this insulating plate are fixed two contact 
members f4 and 5 contacting respectively with 
the base and with the socket of the lamp. For 
energizing coil 74 there are two contact members 

and 8 fastened to the insulating plate and 
extending rearwardly to terminate in plug coupler 
ends 9 and 91. In like fashion, contacts f4 
and 5 terminate at the rear of the display por 
tion of the posting unit in plug coupler ends 20. 
and 2. 

Fastened to the floor portion of the receiving 
casing formed by the side plates and angles is an 
insulating strip 22 which carries four inlet con 
tact fingers 23, 24, 25 and 26 for cooperating, 
respectively, with the contact members 7, 5, 

4 and 8, respectively, when the unit is in 
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posting unit depends upon placing energy on any 
one only of the ten contact fingers 43, etc., by 
means of wire connections (not shown), which 
results in placing energy on coil T4 through a 
circuit including the inner ring 32. This energy 
remains on the coil, and the drive continues until 
the can breaks the circuit by lifting the par 
ticular energized finger away from the inner ring. 
Upon this occurring, the coil becomes deener 
gized, and spring 82 disengages the drive and 
reengages the opposing one of the sockets 6, etc. 
with pin 68 to immediately brake the display de 
vice and center it with the proper digit accurately 
positioned in the display window. It should be 
borne in mind that the sockets 67, etc. are so posi 
tioned as to accomplish this, and that they are 
ten in number to correspond with the ten digits on 
the display cylinder. The circuits for accom 
plishing these functions have not been shown 
since this case is concerned primarily with the 
structure of one of the many posting units to be 
employed in the system case above referred to. 
When the energized contactfinger is lifted from 

the inner ring and makes contact With the Outer 
ring, this completes a circuit and the energiza 
tion of such circuit, so as to check various other 
functions, or so as to repeat the Same display 
accomplished by this particular posting unit at 
some other location, on the same operator's con 
trol board, all as more clearly set forth in the 
referred to system case, 
The control of the posting unit is vested in any 

One of a large number of tokens of a type as dis 
closed in application, Ser. No. 489,775, filed June 
5, 1943, in the names of O. S. Field and S. N. 
Wight and entitled “Token and receptacle for 
airway traffic control systems.’ 

It can be appreciated from the above descrip 
tion that for inspection, repair or replacement of 
parts, the structure lends itself to the ready ac 
complishment of such operations. The display 
portion of the posting unit can be withdrawn 
from its housing, as a unit, from the display cyl 
inder 90 up to and including the drive gear DG. 
Furthermore, the contact control unit can be re 
moved in the manner indicated in Fig. 7, etc., the 
plug coupler portion 20 can be removed, and fur 
ther, the end plug portion 25 can be removed from 
the portion. 20. 

It should be noted that each contact finger, as 
44, corresponds to a paticular digit on the display 
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cylinder, as, for example, finger 4, which co 
operates with finger 3 when the plug coupler is 
assembled and carries contact point 37 COrre 
sponding as shown in the drawings, with the digit 
1. It is essential that the parts be initially posi 
tioned so that this correspondence or any other 
arbitrarily chosen Correspondence exists. There 
after, should the parts be removed, they must be 
replaced in their former positions, as otherwise, 
the energization of a particular finger, to display 
the corresponding digit, will result in the display 
of Some other digit. 
To insure maintenance of this proper corre 

spondence, it can be seen that the display por 
tion of the posting unit, after being withdrawn 
from its housing, must be replaced in its exact 
former position, as determined by a dowel pin 
30 carried by the housing and receivable in a 
matching hole 3 in the electromagnet casing. 
In a like manner, for maintenance of the proper 

correspondence between the parts, the pin 23 in 
the removable part 20 of the plug coupler is re 
ceived in slot 24 in the fixed part of the plug 
coupler whereby to insure the proper reassem 
bling of the plug coupler. Also, pin 59, in the sta 
tionary head 58, is received in this same slot 24 
So as to prevent this head 58 from rotating while 
allowing it to slide on shaft CS. This sliding of 
head 58 permits spring 6 to compress the brak 
ing Washer 62 between the head and the collar 
55, whereby to prevent accidental turning of cam 
52 and its carried parts when the plug coupler 
is separated and the display portion of the post 
ing unit is removed. If, under these stated con 
ditions, the can were rotated, the predetermined 
correspondence referred to above might be 
changed with the result of faulty posting. 
The plug 25 and its parts when removed from 

the plug coupler part 20, can be reassembled in 
any position without any chance of error arising, 
since contact ringS 30 and 32 are continuous, 
Since a large number of posting units is re 

quired in the System, as disclosed in the system 
case referred to above at each of the fixes or, 
check points, it is essential, in order that the 
airway flight board be not prohibitively large, 
that these units be very compact and economical 
in use of Space. In this particular case, each 
housing member for receiving the display portion 
of a posting unit is in the order of a one-inch 
square. It can be appreciated from this that for 
identifying a plane having a number, including 
three digits, Such as 123, three complete posting 
units, such as described above are required, i. e., 
One for each digit. - 
As stated above, this posting unit can be con 

- trolled by a token, as disclosed in the above re 
ferred to token application. In such application, 
a token when inserted in a socket completes three 
separate circuits in a distinctive manner to 
thereby energize one of the ten fingers on each 
of three posting units. This causes the operation 
of each of these three posting units until the 
proper number appears in the window at the 
front of the unit, at which time the unit is de 
energized and posting of the proper plane identi 
fication is effected. 
A somewhat modified form of the invention is 

shown in FigS. 10 and 11, wherein the contact 
control portion of the posting unit is of a different 
construction from that shown in Fig. 6, for ex 
ample, and described above. In this form, the 
contact control portion is changed from the for 
mer construction only with regard to the renov 
able portion of the plug coupler arrangement, 

a 

5 

As in the first form, there is a removable plug 
coupler part f40 removably fitting onto a sta 
tionary part 4. This removable part 40 car 
ries ten contact fingers, as 42, arranged around 
the periphery of the part and having riveted to 
them pushers, as 43, which are operated as de 
scribed above by a can 44. Each finger has a 

O 

contact point, as 45, biased to normally contact 
with an inner continuous conducting ring 
but operable by the can to break connection 
with this inner ring and to make contact with 
the corresponding One of ten isolated Outer fixed 
contact strips, as 47, arranged around an insu 
lating block 53 and connected thereto by screws 
41. - 

Also connected to each of the pushers, as 
pusher 43, is a second contact finger 49 which 
is in electrical contact with its associated finger 
and extends beyond this associated finger and 
carries a contact point 50 which contacts with 
a continuous conducting outer ring 5 when in 
its cam operated position. These fingers 49 are 
biased to normally rest against an intermediate 
insulating block 52, between which block and 

5 outer block 53, is clamped the continuous ring 
5. Ring 5 has a lead-out connector 54 for 

connection to external circuits, while the inner 
ring 46 has a lead-out connector 55 which is 
in electrical contact with its ring by way of a 

30 clamping bolt 56 which is similar to the corre 
sponding bolt employed in the first form of inven 
tion, but is somewhat longer than such bolt. 
The connecting bolt 56 clamps the various 

portions together, as obvious from the drawing, 
35 
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and is received in an inner block 57 of conduct 
ing material and which is detachably held in 
place in the removable coupler part 40 by means 
of grooves and a resilient split ring 60, as in the 
first form. The extending contact fingers, as 49, 
are apertured, as at 6 to freely receive the 
contact points, as f45, on the outer fingers, as 42. 
From the above description, it can be readily 

appreciated that the cam 44, when operated, 
successively moves the outer fingers away from 
making contact with the inner ring, and into 
making contact with the isolated strips, as fl, 
while at the same time, the extending contact 
flingers are moved successively, from an inactive 
biased position to an active operated position into 
contact with the continuous outer ring 5. 
The posting unit, in the modified form just 

described, differs from the posting unit as de 
scribed in connection with the first form only 
with regard to the removable part of the coupler. 
Accordingly, by simply removing this part of the 
plug coupler from the fixed part and replacing 
it by the modified form of renovable part, the 
posting unit can be changed from the one form 
to the other. This makes for easy and econom 
ical interchangeability of the form of posting unit 
and is a distinct advantage since both forms, 
in large numbers, of posting units are employed 
in the System case referred to above. 

In this modified form of posting unit, the con 
trol of the posting at the "fix' at which the unit 
is located, is controlled as before by breaking 
contact of the proper Outer finger with the inner 
ring all as shown in Fig. 12 in connection with 
the first described form of invention. The func 
tion of the inner fingers in connection with the 
outer ring and of the outer fingers in connection 
with the strips, as 47, is involved in the transfer 
or repeating of the posting at one "fix' to an 
other fix on a different operator's control board. 
The various circuit arrangements and connec 
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tions for effecting this function are not described 
in this specification since they do not constitute 
any part of this particular invention, and for 
details in this connection, reference should be 
made to the system case referred to above. 
The above rather specific description of two 

forms which the invention can assume, has been 
given solely by Way of example and is not in 
tended, in any manner whatsoever, in a limiting 
sense. It is to be understood that various modi 
fications, adaptations and alterations may be 
applied from time to time to meet the require 
ments of practice without, in any manner, de 
parting from the spirit or scope of the invention, 
except insofar as limited by the appended claims. 

Having described our invention, we now claim: 
1. In posting units for airway traffic control 

systems, in combination, a posting unit having a 
display part and a contact control part, a driven 
shaft for each part, a main drive shaft, means 
for operably and simultaneously connecting the 
main shaft, to the two driven shafts, the control 
part including, a fixed casing, a removable casing 
quickly detachably securable on the fixed casing, 
a plurality of contact strips on the fixed casing, 
a like plurality of contact fingers on the remov 
able casing positioned to contact, respectively, 
with the strips, when the two casings are inter 
connected, a removable plug in the removable 
casing, an inner and a spaced outer, conducting 
ring carried by the plug, the control part shaft 
extending through the fixed casing and into the 
removable casing, a contact operating can on the 
shaft. and contact points on the contact fingers 
movable by the cam from contact with one ring 
to contact with the other. 

2. In posting units for airway traffic control 
systems, in combination, a posting unit having a 
display part and a contact control part, a driven 
shaft for each part. a main drive shaft. means 
for operably and simultaneously connecting the 
main shaft, to the two driven shafts, the control 
'part including, a fixed casing, a removable casing 
quickly. detachably securable on the fixed casing, 
a plurality of contact strips on the fixed casing, 
a like plurality of contact fingers on the remov 
able casing and positioned to contact, respectively, 

O 

s 

S 
tioned to contact, respectively, with the strips 
when the two casings are interconnected, a re 
movable plug in the removable casing, an inner, 
and a spaced outer, conducting ring carried by 
the plug, the control part shaft extending through 
the fixed casing and into the removable casing, 
a, contact operating cam on the shaft, contact 
points on the contact fingers movable by the cam 
from One ring to the other, an operating pusher 
on each contactfinger, an aperture in the remov 
able casing for each pusher and-loosely receiving 
its pusher, the contactfingers being biased to 
position the pushers to extend inside of the casing 
and opposed to the can, and mechanically inter 
engaging means on the fixed and removable cas 
ings, respectively, for requiring assembly of the 
casings always in the same relative position. 

20 

30 

4. In posting units for airway traffic control 
Systems, in combination, a posting unit having a 
display part and a contact control part, a driven 
shaft for each part, a main drive shaft, means 
for operably and simultaneously connecting the 
main shaft, to the two driven shafts, the control 
part including, a cylindrical fixed casing, a cylin 
drical removable casing quickly detachably se 
curable to the fixed casing, a plurality of contact 
strips on and around the outside of the fixed cas 
ing, a like plurality of contact fingers on and 
around the outside of the removable casing, and 
positioned to contact, respectively, with the strips, 
when the two casings are interconnected, a re 
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with the strips when the two casings are inter- . . 
connected, a removable plug in the removable 
casing, an inner and a spaced. Outer, conducting 
ring carried by the plug, the control part shaft 
extending through the fixed casing and into the 
removable casing, a contact operating cam on the 
shaft. and contact points on the contact fingers 
movable by the cam from contact with One ring 
to contact with the other, the contact fingers and 
the contact strips being positioned around the 
outside of their casings, an Operating pusher on 
each contact finger, an aperture in the removable 
casing for each pusher and loosely receiving its 
pusher, the contact fingers being biased to posi 
tion the pushers to extend inside of the casing 
and opposed to the cam. 

3. In posting units for airway traffic control 
systems, in combination, a posting unit having a 
display part and a contact control part, a driven 
shaft for each part, a main drive shaft, means 
for operably and simultaneously connecting the 
main shaft to the two driven shafts, the control 
part including, a cylindrical fixed casing, a re 
movable cylindrical casing quickly detachably 
securable on the fixed casing, a plurality of con 
tact strips. On and Spaced around the fixed cas 
ing, a like plurality of contact fingers on and 
spaced around the removable casing and posi 
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movable plug in the removable casing, an inner, 
and a spaced outer, conducting ring carried by 
the plug, the control part shaft extending through 
the fixed casing and into the removable casing, 
a contact operating can on the shaft, contact 
points on the contact fingers movable by the cam. 
from contacting with one ring to contacting with 
the other ring, an operating pusher on each con 
tact finger, an aperture in the removable casing 
for each pusher, and loosely receiving its pusher, 
the contact fingers being biased to position the 
pushers to extend inside of the removable casing 
and opposed to the can, and friction brake means 

5 between the shaft of the contact control part and 
the fixed casing, to prevent accidental turning of 
the shaft when the removable casing is removed. . 

5. In posting units for airway traffic control 
systems, in combination, a posting unit having a 
display part and a contact control part, a driven 
shaft for each part, a main drive shaft, means 
for operably and simultaneously connecting the 
main shaft, to the two driven shafts, the control 
part including, a cylindrical fixed casing, a cylin 
drical removable casing quickly detachably se 
curable to the fixed casing, a plurality of contact 
strips on and around the outside of the fixed cas 
ing, a like plurality of contact fingers on and 
around the outside of the removable casing, and 
positioned to contact, respectively, with the strips, 
when the two casings are interconnected, a re 
movable plug in the removable casing, an inner 
and a spaced outer, conducting ring carried by 
the plug, the control part shaft extending through 
the fixed casing and into the removable casing, 
a contact operating can on the shaft, contact 

... points on the contact fingers movable by the cam 
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from contacting with one ring to contacting with 
the other ring, an Operating pusher on each con 
tact finger, an aperture in the renovable casing 
for each pusher, and loosely receiving its pusher, 
the contact fingers being biased to position the 
pushers to extend inside of the removable casing 
and opposed to the cam, polarizing means on the 
fixed and removable casing for requiring assembly 
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of the casings always in the same position, and 
friction brake means between-the shaft of the 
contact control part and the fixed casing, to pre 
vent accidental turning of the shaft when the 
removable casing is removed. 

6. In posting units for airway trafic control 
systems, in combination, a posting unit having 
a display part and a contact control part, a driven 
shaft for each part, a main drive shaft, means for 
operably and simultaneously connecting the main 
shaft, to the two driven shafts, the control part 
including, a fixed cylindrical casing, a remov 
able cylindrical casing quickly detachably se 
curable to the fixed casing, a plurality of contact 
strips on and arranged around the fixed casing, 
a like plurality of contactfingers on and arranged 
around the renovable casing and positioned to 
contact, respectively, with the strips, when the 
two casings are interconnected, a removable plug 
in the removable casing, an inner and a spaced 
outer, conducting ring carried by the plug, the 
control part shaft extending through the fixed 
casing and into the removable casing, a contact 
operating cam on the shaft, contact points on the 
contactfingers movable by the cam from contact 
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ing with one ring to contacting with the other, an . 
operating pusher on each contactfinger, an aper 
ture in the removable casing for each pusher and 
loosely receiving its pusher, the contact fingers 
being biased to position the pushers to extend in 
side of the casing and opposed to the cam, an 
extending contact finger and contact point on 
each pusher" and in electrical contact with the 
other finger on the pusher, and a second outer 
conducting ring on the plug and cooperating with 
the contact points of the extending fingers. 

7. In posting units for airway traffic control sys 
tens, in combination, a posting unit having a dis 
play part and a contact control part, a driven shaft 
for each part, a main drive shaft, means for oper 
ably and simultaneously connecting the main 
shaft, to the two driven shafts, the control partin 
cluding, a fixed cylindrical casing. a removable 
cylindrical casing quickly detachably securable to 
the fixed casing, a plurality of contact strips on 
and arranged around the fixed casing, a like plu 
rality of contact fingers on and arranged around 
the removable casing and positioned to contact, 
respectively, with the strips, when the two casings 
are interconnected, a removable plug in the re 
movable casing, an inner and a spaced outer, con 
ducting ring carried by the piug, the control part 
shaft extending through the fixed casing and into 
the removable casing. a contact operating cam on 
the shaft, contact points on the contact fingers 
movable by the cam from contacting with one ring 
to contacting with the other, an operating pusher 
On each contact finger, an aperture in the remov. 
able casing for each pusher and loosely receiving 
its pusher, the contact fingers being biased to 
poSition the pushers to extend inside of the casing 
and opposed to the cam, the extending fingers 
passing between the inner. and the first said 
outer ring, and an apsrture in each extending fin 
ger loosely receiving the contact point of the other 
finger On the Same pusher, 

8. In posting units for airway traffic control 
Systems, in combination, a posting unit having a 
display part and a contact control part, a driven 
shaft for each part, a main drive shaft, means for 
operably and simultaneously connecting the main 
shaft, to the two driven shafts, the control part 
including, a fixed cylindrical casing, a removable 
cylindrical casing quickly detachably securable 
to the fixed casing, a plurality of contact strips 
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on and arranged around the fixed casing, a like 
plurality of contact fingers on and arranged 
around the renovable casting and positioned to 
contact, respectively, with the strips, when the 
two casings are interconnected, a removable plug 
in the removable casing, an inner and a spaced 
outer, conducting ring carried by the plug, the 
control part shaft extending through the fixed 
casing and into the removable casing, a contact 
operating can on the shaft, contact points on the 
contact fingers movable by the can from contact 
ing with one ring to contacting with the other, an 
Operating pusher on each contactfinger, an aper 
ture in the removable casing for each pusher and 
loosely receiving its pusher, the contact fingers 
being biased to position the pushers to extend in 
side of the casing and opposed to the cam, and 
means anchoring the removable casing against 
rotation when in assembled position on the fixed 
casing. 

9. In posting units for airway traffic control sys 
stems, in combination, a posting unit including 
a control part and a display part, a main drive 
shaft, a driven shaft in each of said parts, biased 

5 lock means for normally positively locking both 
driven shafts against rotation, release means 
operable for unlocking the driven shafts and 
simultaneously drivably connecting them to the 
main shaft, a plurality of conducting contacts 
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Operably connected to the control part shaft so as 
to be successively operated when their shaft turns, 
a turnable display box operably connected to the 
display part shaft so as to turn when its shaft 
turns, and different indicla of a number equal to 
the number of said plurality of contacts, distrib 
uted around the box, the control part including 
a plug member and a plug member receiving 
Socket member, each of said plurality of contacts 
including a plug portion carried on the plug mem 
ber, and a socket portion normally in contact with 
its plug portion and carried on the socket men 
ber, the plug and socket members being quickly, 
detachably connectable together, and cooperating 
mechanically interengaging means in the two 
members respectively for requiring the connection 
of the two members in an invariable position in 
which the same plug and socket portions of con 
tacts are always electrically interconnected when 
the members are interconnected. ' 

10. In posting units for airway traffic control 
systems, in combination, a posting unit includ 
ing a control part and a display part, a main 
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drive shaft, a driven shaft in each of said parts, 
means operable for drivably connecting the 
driven shafts to the main shaft, a plurality of 
contacts operably connected to the control part 
shaft SO as to be successively operated when their 
shaft turns, a turnable display means operably 
connected to the display part shaft so as to turn 
when its shaft turns, and different indicia, of a 
number equal to that of said plurality of con 
tacts, distributed around the means, the control 
part including quickly detachable plug and 
socket members, each of said plurality of con 
tacts including a plug portion carried on the plug 
member, and a socket portion carried on the 
socket member, cooperating pin and slot means 
in the two members for assuring the intercon 
nection of the two members in an invariable 
position in which the same plug and socket por 
tions of contacts are electrically interconnected 
when the members are interconnected, and a sec 
ond alternative plug member, having a different 
arrangement of contact plug portions, renov 
ably securable on the said socket member, so 
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that the contact plug portions cooperate with 
the Socket contact portions. 

11. In a posting unit for an airway traffic con 
trol System, a driven shaft located longitudinally 
of the unit and normally biased longitudinally 
in one direction, electromagnetic means for 
actuating said shaft longitudinally against its 
bias for engaging a power-driven clutch to cause 
rotation of said shaft, detent means for normally 
preventing rotation of the shaft when it is in 
its normal biased position but releasing said 
shaft for rotation when it is actuated by said 
electromagnetic means, a display drum mounted 
on an axis at right angles to the axis of said 
driven shaft, and means operatively connecting 
said drun to Said shaft irrespective of the posi 
tion of the shaft to thereby cause the display 
drun to be rotated when said power-driven clutch 
is engaged, but to be held in its existing position 
When said shaft is in its biased position. 

12. In a posting unit for an airway traffic con 
trol system, a driven shaft located longitudinally 
of the unit, a coil spring Surrounding the shaft 
and normally biasing it longitudinally in One 
direction against a stop, an electromagnet hav 
ing a winding surrounding said shaft and a cir 
cular armature attached to said shaft for caus 
ing the endwise movement of Said shaft against 
Said biasing spring when said winding is ener 
gized, a centering detent means including a cir 
cular member attached to Said shaft and having 
a recess for each of a plurality of positions and a 
fixed centering member receivable in the nearest 
One of said recesses when said shaft is biased to 
its normal position by Said coil spring, a power- : 
driven clutch engaged by said shaft when it is 
caused to be moved endwise by said electromag 
net for causing rotation of the shaft, a display 
drum mounted on an axis at right angles to said 
driven shaft, and means including a beveled gear 
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mounted on said shaft to allow endwise move 
ment of the shaft with respect to the gear but 
causing the gear to be rotated when the shaft 
rotates for causing the rotation of said drum to 
its different positions. 

13. In a posting unit for an airway traffic con 
trol system, a display drum having a plurality 
of different display positions and mounted to be 
rotated on an axis parallel with the plane of an 
aperture in the face of the unit, a driven shaft 
located longitudinally of the unit and normally 
biased longitudinally in One direction against a 
stop, an electromagnet having a winding Sur 
rounding said shaft and a circular armature at 
tached thereto for causing the actuation of Said 
shaft away from the stop when said Winding is 
energized, a power-driven clutch engaged by Said 
shaft, when it is in an actuated position for caus 
ing rotation of the shaft, means operatively con 
necting said. shaft with said display drum to 
cause rotation to its different positions when said 
power-driven clutch is engaged, a separate con 
tact unit having a contact for each position of 
said display drum and operably connected to said 
shaft through a sliding gear connection, and a 
centering detent means including a circular mem 
ber having a toothed recess for each position of 
said display drum and a fixed centering member 
receivable into said recesses when Said shaft is 
biased against the stop, whereby said display 
drum is caused to be centered in the Selected 
display position and the contact for the corre 
sponding position is positively held when said 
electromagnet is deenergized irrespective of the 
slight off center stopping of said shaft for any 
selected position when said power-driven clutch 
is disengaged. 
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